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Julia Pickering
Extreme Snow 

Sports Fanatic

Julia 
is an all-round adventurer 

and real extreme sports fanatic with a
 particular passion for snow and all things wintry! 

She first started skiing when she was at school and has since built 
up a real passion for snowboard mountaineering . 

In 2009 Julia headed out to the Watkins Mountains in Greenland, where she 
climbed and snowboarded the three highest peak s in the Arctic Circle . She 

was the first woman , first Brit and second person ever to do this.

                
 Julia has 

  two Siberian huskies 

who she loves to dogsled, 

skijor (be pulled by them on 

skis) and bikejor (pulled along 

by bike when there’s no snow). 

She has also put her kitesurfing 

lessons to good use and has recently started using kites in her 

snow sports.

Despite her recent achievements, Julia still has a lot planned for 

the future. In 2011 she will be heading back out to Greenland 

for some splitboard, snowkite and snowmobile exploration. She 

will be looking for first ascents and descents and heading into 

areas where no-one has ventured before. She is also hoping to 

go back to the Watkins Mountains for a second ascent, and do a 

first snowboard descent of her namesake Mount Julia, the seventh 

highest in the Arctic.

Aside from her snowsports, Julia is an experienced outdoor 

instructor in the Lake District and is an avid lover of climbing, 

mountain biking, surfing and trail running. 

During the summer months she will also be looking at doing some 

Arctic mountain bike explorations.



Men’s Range



Avalanche 
Dragon Snow Boot

PU Synthetic Leather for increased 

durability, superior waterproofness and 

easy care, one-piece molded tongue with 

3-dimensional EVA, 3-dimensional thermoplastic 

injected Heelstay for maximum durability and 

stability, TPE reinforcement for overall durable boot 

structure and anti-binding pressure, extended sneaker-like 

fit with snowboard boot stability structure, C-Cap® 

forefoot midsole, made of special durable 

EVankle support system.£110

Avalanche Sto
ne 

Age Sn
ow Boot

        
        

  Zonal 

     lacing upper and 

      lo
wer with “Quick-

      S
trike” Velcro straps, 

       o
ne-piece molded tongue with 3-dimensional 

        
EVA, 3-dimensional thermoplastic in

jected, 

        
heelstay for maximum durability and stability, 

        
 Open-Cuff high frequency molded hinge which 

        
   allows the upper and lower parts to flex while giving 

        
    the proper amount of rider support, extended sneaker-

        
      lik

e fit with snowboard boot stability structure, hidden 

        
       R

ecco® advanced avalanche rescue technology, 

        
    ROLLBAR® graphite stability posting system, C-Cap® 

        
        

  forefoot midsole, ABZORB® high-end compression 

        
        

        
        

    and cushioning foam with Engage® 

        
        

        
        

        
        

       I
soprene rubber.

£150

PU Synthetic Leather for increased durability, one-piece molded tongue 

with 3-dimensional EVA, TPE reinforcement for overall durable boot 

 structure and anti-binding pressure, extended sneaker-like fit with 

 snowboard boot stability structure, made of special durable EVankle 

  support system.

Avalanche Revolt Snow Boot£100

            
 Zonal 

            
lacing upper and lower, 

          3
-dimensional thermoplastic injected, 

          heelstay for maximum durability and stability, 

        Open-Cuff high frequency molded hinge which 

       allows the upper and lower parts to flex while 

      giving the proper amount of rider support, 

     extended sneaker-like fit with snowboard boot 

      stability structure, ROLLBAR® graphite stability 

        posting system, and ABZORB® high-end 

          compression.

Avalanche Red Beast Snow Boot£120



Women’s 
 Range



Avalanche 

Flame Snow Boot

PU Synthetic Leather for increased 

durability, superior waterproofness and 

easy care, one-piece molded tongue with 

3-dimensional EVA, 3-dimensional thermoplastic 

injected Heelstay for maximum durability and 

stability, TPE reinforcement for overall durable boot 

     structure and anti-binding pressure, extended sneaker-

like fit with snowboard boot stability structure, 

C-Cap® forefoot midsole, made of special 

durable EVankle support system.

£110

PU Synthetic Leather for increased durability, one-piece molded tongue 

with 3-dimensional EVA, TPE reinforcement for overall durable boot 

 structure and anti-binding pressure, extended sneaker-like fit with 

 snowboard boot stability structure, made of special durable EVankle 

  support system.

Avalanche Icicle Snow Boot£100

Avalanche Blue

Stone Snow Boot

        
        

  Zonal 

     la
cing upper and 

      lo
wer with “Quick-

      S
trike” Velcro straps, 

       o
ne-piece molded tongue with 3-dimensional 

        
EVA, 3-dimensional thermoplastic in

jected, 

        
heelstay for maximum durability and stability, 

        
 Open-Cuff high frequency molded hinge which 

        
   allows the upper and lower parts to flex while giving 

        
    the proper amount of rider support, extended sneaker-

        
      li

ke fit with snowboard boot stability structure, hidden 

        
       R

ecco® advanced avalanche rescue technology, 

        
    ROLLBAR® graphite stability posting system, C-Cap® 

        
        

  forefoot midsole, ABZORB® high-end compression 

        
        

        
        

    and cushioning foam with Engage® 

        
        

        
        

        
        

       I
soprene rubber.

£150

             Zonal 

            lacing upper and lower, 

          3-dimensional thermoplastic injected, 

          heelstay for maximum durability and stability, 

        Open-Cuff high frequency molded hinge which 

       allows the upper and lower parts to flex while 

      giving the proper amount of rider support, 

     extended sneaker-like fit with snowboard boot 

      stability structure, ROLLBAR® graphite stability 

        posting system, and ABZORB® high-end 

          compression.

Avalanche WhitePrincess Snow Boot

£120




